RI.3.2; RI.4.2

1. What are the most important ideas you read about in the article *Conformation Showdown*?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2. The author wrote the article *Meet the 7 Groups* to
   a. entertain the reader with stories about terrier dogs
   b. inform the reader about nonsporting dogs
   c. persuade the reader sporting dogs are better than working dogs
   d. inform the reader about the seven dog groups

RI.4.1

3. Based on the information in the article *AKC Sports: Road to Best in Show*, what can you infer happened to Siba after winning Best in Show?

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

W.3.1; W.4.2

4. Use the prompts on pg. 5 of *AKC Kids News Issue 3* to help you answer the following question:

   In your opinion, which dog group do you think would be best for your family? Explain why you think so.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________